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Abstract

speaker's voice into an arbitrary speaker's voice.

A one-to

many eigenvoice GMM (EV-GMM) is trained in advance with
This paper presents adaptive voice-quality con仕01 methods

l11ultiple parallel data sets consisting of utterance pairs of the

based on one-to-many eigenvoice conversion.

source speaker and l11any prestored target speakers. The eigen

To intuitively

con汀01 the converted voice quality by manipulating a small

voice technique [6] is capable of modifシing the probability den

number of con仕01 parameters， a multiple regression Gaussian

sity fi.urction by changing a small number of global weight

mixture l110del (MR-GMM) has been proposed. The MR-GMM

ing parall1eters. This feature allows us 1) to rapidly adapt the

also allows us to estimate the optimum conむ01 parameters if

one-to-ll1any EV-GMM to arbi仕ary target speakers using only a

target speech samples are available.

small amo叩t of their speech data without any Iinguistic restric

However， its adaptation

performance is Iimited because the nUl11ber of control paral11e

tions and 2) to efficiently generate converted speech with vari

ters is too small to widely model voice quality of various target

ous voice characteristics by manipulating the weighting param

speakers. To improve the adaptation perfomlance while keep

eters. However、
. it is difficult to intuitively control the converted

ing capability of voice-quality control， this paper proposes an

voice quality because manipulating only a single weighting pa

extended MR-GMM (EMR-GMM) with additional adaptive pa

rameter causes simultaneous changes in various voice quality

rameters to extend a subspace modeling target voice司uality.

factors， such as gender， age， and so on

Experimental results demonstrate that the EMR-GMM yields

Inspired by the use of multiple regression hidden Markov

signifì.cant improvements of the adaptation perfomlance while

models (HMMs) for intuitively controlling the voice quality of

allowing us to intuitively control the conveJted voice quality.

synthetic speech in HMM-based text-to-speech synthesis [7]，

Index Terms: voice-quality control， voice conversion， eigelト

we have proposed a voice-quality control method with a mul

voices， unsupervised adaptation

tiple regression GMM (MR-GMM) in the one-to-many EVC

framework [8]. The s回cture of the MR-GMM is the same as

1. Introduction

that of the EV-GMM， but representative vectors sp釘1lling a sub

There are still several situations where we face difficulties in

are intentionally optimized so that each of them captures the

space to model the voice qualities of various t創'get speakers

our speech coml11unication， although numerous helpfuJ tech

voice characteristics described by each of the primitive word

nologies have been developed: e.g.， even if Iinguistic infomla

pairs expressing voice quality factors， such as male/fi巴male for

voice quality conveying infomlation， such as personality， is lost;

con甘ollability caused by the use of many control paral11eters， a

tion is conveyed by speech-to-speech 仕組slation， the user's OWll

gender or elder/younger for age. To prevent the degradation of

or even if people having physical problel11s in speech produc

small number of impoJtant primitive word pairs that effecti、rely

tion can speak in mechanical voices， they lose their own origi

describe the voice qualities of various speakers have to be se

nal voices. Some of these situations can be addressed if voice

lected.

quality is controlled beyond our physical cons仕百ints. A voice

However， a decrease in the number of representative

vectors reduces the adaptation perfomlance when target speech

conversion (VC) technique used to convert voice qual町while

samples are available because the subspace spanned by such

keeping lingu.istic information unchanged has the potential of

a small number of representative vectors does not su伍ciently

making our speech communication more convenient

cover the voice qualities of various speakers

Statistical approaches to VC have been studied since the

ln this paper， we propose an extended MR-GMM (EMR

late 1980s [1]. One of the most promising approaches is the

GMM) to ill1prove the adaptation perfomlance of the MR

use of a pr・obabilistic model， such as a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM)， for conveJting speech parameters [2， 3].

GMM while keeping the controllability of voice quality suffi

In this ap

ciently high.

proach， a GMM of the joint probability density of source and

Both representative vectors capturing the voice

characteristics described by the primitive word pairs and addi

target speech paral11eters is trained in advance with parallel data

tional representative vectors are used for extending the subspace

consisting of dozens of ulterance pairs of the source and target

so as to model the voice characteristics not well described by the

voices. This training process using the parallel data results in

primitive word pairs. Experimental results demons住ate that the

many Iimitations in the use of VC. It is indispensable in some

EMR-GMM yields significant improvements of the adaptation

applications used to flexibly convert the user's voice quality into

perfoロnance while keeping the capability of manual control of

the target voice quality if only a small amount of target speech

the converted voice quality

data is available or even if any of them are not available

2. Voice-Quality Control and Adaptation

To make the 仕aining process more flexible， there have been
proposed several adaptive VC methods (e.g.， [4]). As one of

withMR-G九1M

them， we have proposed one-to-l11any eigenvoice conversion
(EVC) [5] to make it possible to司exibly conve口the source

t P resently， with

2.1. MR-GMM
Let X，
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dimensional source and target acoustic feature vectors consist
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ing of D-dimensional static and dy:namic feature vectors at

2.3. Manllal Control of Voice Qllality

仕ame t， where T denotes the transposition of the vector. The

To intuitively con甘01 the converted voice quality， the VQ con

joint probability density of the source and target feature vectors

trol vector is manually detemlÎned using scores for the ind.ivid

is modeled by the MR-GMM as

ual primitive word pairs. The target mean vectors of the joint

probability density function of the source and target voices are

=乞QmN(X"y，;μCJF4JT乞日γ))、

defined on the basis of the determined VQ control vector

)
l
(

P(X"y，1入(AlR)ωr)

In specn'al conversion， the maximum-likelihood回Ijectory

based conversion method considering global variance (GV) [3]
is employed. The GV probability density function given by the
nonual disn'ibution also depends on the target voices.

where

There

fore， its mean vector is modeled by multiple-linear regression

ぷ=

[ dL l [ BS) 二九 ) (0)]
=

.... (.\T) Il
2m

ー I| 2m
:E 0'l'
m ) - 1:εiJI
) 2日'Y) 1
.... (XX)

with the VQ control vector and its covari創lce manix is tied over

every target speakers， such as that in the MR-GMM

∞

In Fo conversion， the source Fo is converted as

VJ7 ) = ゐ (1叫�) - J./T ) )
� ( y) ，、

(3)

at frame t， respectively. The mean and standard 氏、riation of

log-scaled Fo are shown byμ(x) and σ(:r) for the SOlU'ce voice

mth mixture component
th
ISαm.. The target mean vector of the m111 mixture component
is modeled by a linear con巾nation of a bias vector b;:)(0)
and却問sentative vecωrs B;:) = [b江)(1)， • • ，b; :)( J ) ]
with a J-dimensional voice-quality (VQ) con廿01 vectorωc
( )) " each component of which captures a
[ωc(I)，." ，wcJ
components is 111. The weight of the

and by μ(ν) and σ(ν) for the target voice， respectively.

multiple-linear regression with the VQ control vector

2.4， Unsllpervised Adaptation ofVoice Quality
The MR-GMM is adapted to arbi甘ary target speakers by esti

mating of the optimum VQ control vector合om the given speech

ity. The parameter set 入(MR) consists of mixture-dependent

samples. This process is perfomled in a completely unsuper

parameters tied over eve1y target speaker， i.e.， the mixture

vised manner without parallel data and linguistic infomlation

component weights， the source mean vectors， the bias and rep

The VQ con甘01 vector is estimated so that the likelihood of

resentative vectors， and the covariance matrices

the marginal distribution of the adapted MR-GMM for a time

sequence of the given target featu眠i

Note that the slructure of the MR-GMM is the same as that

maximized as

of the EV-GMM， but the de五nitions of the weighting parameters
for the representative vectors are di仔erent

⑪c= arg�x

2，2， Training of MR・GMM

T

voices and many prestored target speakers' voices are used for

tive word pairs (e.g.，ーl町elder， 0: neutral， and 1: younger for an
elder/younger pair)副e manually assigned into each prestored

target spe討cer. These perceptual scores are used as components

is optimized using all of the multiple parallel data sets with the

1 -1

γm

can be performed with the EM algOlithm to iteratively maxi
mize the following auxiliary function，

YL

Q入
( (AlR).入(MR))

)

ー-，

This optimization

叶

l
(

where

l';"，1
L
f=l

( 12)

Z7Lof(Y;-bj;)(町)

(13)

In this paper， we directly calculate the mean vector of the

M

( " y�s) ，ml入(AIR)，d))(5)
=L2二乞'Y;:�， 10gPX

GV probability density function and the mean and standard de

viation of the target log-scaled Fo企om the given target speech

雪=1 '.=1 ==1

l hyjs)，入(MR)ω�s) )
( x
t Pm
72)=

Af

[三 BPMJ3)

仰

whereX，飢dY叫;ドs)汁a削he fl伽e伺ature

T，

(8)

叫= 1 2二tBZ) T2UY) 一lB P |

t阻arget speakers at f仕k尚ame tι， respect臼ively. The VQ control vector

S

R ) 叫 ) dX， .

r M

target-speaker-dependent VQ con汀01 vectors as

ω�s)

入 (M

The ML estimate of the weight vector is given by

of the VQ control vector. Then， the MR-GMM parameter set

oぱf t白he s由 prestωored t 訂s伊似et speaker is

，，

Qω
( h匂c)=乞L 'Yん 1 0g P (Y; ， m 入
l ( 川)九 ) (9)
t=1 m=l
プn，' = P(lηIY;，入(MR)ωc)
00)

紅aini:ng the MR-GMM. First， perceptual scores for the primi

E E P(Xfyjs)i入(川ぐ))，

T

I11 PX
Y; I
(

The following auxiliary function is iteratively maximized，

Multiple parallel data sets consisting of the source speaker's

T句

The

target-dependent parametersμ(ν) and σ(ν) are also modeled by

weighti:ng factor for primitive word pairs expressing voice quaト

S

0)

f:， ( ν )
(.c) _ _ � F�
where F�: � ) and
， � are the source and converted Fo values

andN(-;μ，:E) shows the normal di甜ibution with a mean vec
torμand a covariance matrix :E. The total number of mixture

人間=argjm}

+μ(ν)

samples instead of estimating the VQ conn'ol vectors for those

(6)

parameters.
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3. Voice-Quality Control and Adaptation

The fol10 wing auxiliary function is iteratively maximized，

Q( {wc，切h};{We，Wh})

with EMR-GM恥4

T
M
=乞2二時，Iogp(y;，ml入(EMR)叫川�s))
f=l，n=l
イn.'二P(mIY;，入(EMR)川is)，ω�S)).

In the manual con甘01 of voice quality， it is better to reduce the
number of primitive word pairs as much as possible to sim
pl均the manual co問。1 process. However， the reduction in the
number of representative vectors degrades the adaptation per
fomlance of the MR-GMM because the subspace sparmed by
those vectors does not cover the voice qualities of、.'arIOUS target
speakers su伍ciently. To improve the adaptation perfomlance
of the MR-GMM while keeping its capability of voice-quality
con仕01， the subspace modeling the voice qualities of various
target spe討cers is extended by the use of additional representa
tIve vectors.
The joint probability density function of the source and tar
get feature vectors P(X" y，1入(EMR)， Wc， Wh) is modeled

=

ω=

ing all of t出he mu叫lltipμle para日el data sets with the m羽anually de
t怜ermined target-speaker-dependent VQcon仕01 vectors as

，、d

，れ
rt、
ω

ω
R
E
入

Y
X
P

九
HU出
s
H出
cd
x
a
υth
m山
R
M
σb
E
r
E
(
九州L
一
一

This optimization is perfomled with EM algorithm maximizing
the following auxiliary function:

({ 入(EMhfS)) ， ( 入(但EM川rγS幻)

=

5

T.

'"、f

2二 2二 L'ì'，��t ]ogP(X，，YiS)1入(EMRjd!叫)) (16)

s=1 t=l m.=l
γど�t = P(mIX" yls)，入(EMR)叫S ) ω�S))

=

号rg m

叫

T

^

j

n P(X，'y;1入 ( EMR ! ω �S� w�s))dX，.

{ Wc1W hJ主îJ

「 rt l

(21 )

We used 40 speakers consisting of 10 male and 10 female speal←
ers 仕om the Japanese Newspaper Article Sentences (JNAS)
database [9] and 10 senior male and 10 senior female spe誌ー
ers from the Senior-Japanese Newspaper Article Sentences (S
介�AS) database [10] to train the MR-GMM and the EMR
GMM. Each speaker uttered one of the phonetically balanced 50
sentence sets. We used a female speaker as the source speaker，
who uttered the same sentence sets as the prestored speakers
The number of extended representative vectors of the EMR
GMM was set to 15. The number of mixture components was
set to 128 in both the MR-GMM and the EMR-GMM
To develop the VQ control vector for each prestored tar
get speaker， we used a 7-scaled score (-3: very， -2: quite，ー1:
somewhat， 0: neutral， 1: sOD1ewhat， 2: quite， 3・very) for 2
Japanese primitive word pairs， elder/younger and heavyl1ight
One Japanese female su対ect manually assigned these scores
to each of the prestored target speakers by listening to natural
speech samples of various sentences. Scores for each primitive
word pair over different prestored target spe紘ers were normal
ized into the Z-score (zero mean and山t variance)， and the
normalized scores were used as components of the VQ con位。l
vectm
Th巴15t through 24山mel-cepstral coefficients were used
as spec仕al parameters. STRAIGHT [11] was employed as the
analysis-s戸lthesis method. The sampling企equency was set to
16 kHz. The仕ame shift was set to 5 ms
4.2. Evaluation of Voice-Quality Control

We conducted the subjective evaluation of voice-quality COI1仕01. The nUD1ber of listeners was 5. The自白y test sentences
not included in the training data were used for such evaluation.
For each sentence， we synthesized 5 samples of the converted
speech by varying only one component of the 2-dimensional
VQcon位01 vector企om -2 to 2 in 5 steps while s巴仕ing the other
component to zero. The converted speech samples when setting
every component of the VQ con仕01 vector to zero were also
S戸thesized as reference speech. Each listener compared the
\'oice quality of the converted speech with that of the reference
speech using a 5 -scaled score (-2: very， - 1: somewhat， 0: no
difference， 1: sOD1ewhat， 2: very) for the prirnitive word pair
coηesponding to the varied component. ln the EMR-GMM， ev
ery component of the adaptive weight vector for the additional
representatlve vectors was set to zero

(17)

It is s仕aightforward to apply an adaptive training method for the
EV-GMM 10 EMR-GMM 仕ammg
In the manual control of voice quality， only the VQ con位。l
vector is manipulated in the same marmer as the MR-GMM
ln the unsupervised adaptation， both the VQcontrol vector
and the adaptive weight vector are estimated so that the likeli
hood of the marginal dis仕ibution of the adapted EMR-GMM for
a time sequence of the given target feature vectors is maximized
as

{Ûlc， ÛJh}

17223)llBPHQ)l l

4.1. Experimental Conditions

叩 sp戸E伺叫a誌伽k

Q

B212

4. Experimental Evaluations

whereH<;;")
[h}，;') (l )，... ，h}，;')(K)) is the set of addト
tional representative vectors and ωh = [ωh(l)，"'，同(K)) I
is the K -dimensional adaptive weight vector. The parameter
set入(EMR) consists of the original MR-GMM paran�eters and
the additional representative vectors. The voice characteris
tics well described by the primitive word pairs are modeled on
the subspace spanned by the original representative vectors and
the residual voice characteristics are modeled on the subspace
sprumed by the additional representative vectors
In training， both t出h 巴 EMR-GMM P戸aramete釘r s臼et 入必(EMR)
and the set of adaptive、Wνeight vectors for individual prestored

�h

[ト [
[主 [

BS)HC)

B5)ωc十H2)切九十b江) (0)， (14)

{Á，‘ (EMR) ， ⑪ (い1 幻

(20)

The ML estimate of the joint \'ectOlω =[ω:，ω;:r is given
by

th
by the EMR-GMM， the target mean vector of the m'J1
mixture
component of which is given by

μ�;�) (ωc，ωh)

(19)

(18)
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multiple regression GMM (MR-GMM) has been proposed. Fur
thermore， to improve the unsupervised adaptation perfomlance
of the MR-GMM when target speech samples are available，
we have proposed an extended MR-GMM (EMR-GMM). Ex
perimental results showed that the EMR-GMM is effective for
improving the adaptation performance of the MR-GMM wh.ile
keeping the con仕ollability of vo】ce quality sllffìciently high

Experimental results are shown in Figure 1. ln voice
quality control based on elder/younger and lightlheavy pairs，
perceptual scores relatively well correlate to the setting of the
VQ con甘01 vector. T hese tendencies are observed in both the
MR-GMM and the EMR-GMM. Therefore， both the MR-GMM
and the EMR-GMM allow us to manually control voice quality
by manipulating the VQ control vector.
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4.3. Evaluations of Voice-Quality Adaptation
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We also conducted objective and subjective evaluations of unsu
pervised adaptation. We used 10 target speakers consisting of 5
male and 5 female speakers仕-om JNAS， who were not included
in the group of prestored target speakers. For each speaker， 2
sentences were used for adaptation and 51 sentences were used
for evaluation from the 53 phonetically balanced sentence set
not used in the training process. ln the obj∞tive evaluation， the
mel-cepstral distortion between the converted and target spec
tra was used as an evaluation metric. ln the subjective eval
uation， we conducted a preference test of speech quality and
an XAB test of speaker individuality. In the preference test，
sample pairs of the converted speech with the MR-GMM and
with the EMR-GMM were presented to listeners in random or
der and the listencrs were asked which sample sounded better
In the XAB test， those sample pairs were presented to listeners
in random order after the target speaker's speech was presented
to them as reference. Then， the listeners were asked which sam
ple soωlded more similar to the reference target. The nllmber
oflisteners was 7. Each listener e al uated 160 samp le pairs in
each test
Results of the objective and subjective evaluations are
shown in Table 1 and Figure 2， respectively. The EMR-G加仏4
yields higher spec甘al conversion accuracy創ld more significant
improvements in both speech qllality and speaker individllality
compared with the MR-GMM because the EMR-GMM is capa
ble of sufficiently modeling the voice qualities of various target
speakers
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